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Handling Exceptions 
and Debugging6

This chapter offers you the tools and techniques needed to 
handle many of the errors that might begin to pop-up as your 

program start to become more complex.

Chapter 6



Chapter 6 Topics:
What you will learn in this chapter:
 What kinds of errors can occur in programming.
 How to find errors in your program
 How to handle exceptions that could crash your 

program
 How to test your program



Recognizing Error Types page 172

 Errors are almost unavoidable when programming.
 The programming mistakes can be referred to as 

bugs, errors or exceptions.
 3 Main Categories of Errors

Runtime ErrorSyntax Error

Logical Error



Identifying Syntax Errors page 172

 Syntax errors are the programming equivalent of 
spelling and grammar mistakes in natural 
languages

 Syntax errors include the following categories
 Misspelled class, variable or method names
 Misspelled keywords
 Missing semicolons
 Missing return type for methods
 Out of place or mismatched parentheses & brackets
 Undeclared or uninitialized variables
 Incorrect format of loops, methods or other structures.



Identifying Runtime Errors 
page 175

 In the console below, you’ll find red text 
indicating there was an exception in the thread 
main.



Identifying Runtime Errors 
page 175

 Exception is a Java class including many types of 
runtime problems.

 Java distinguishes exceptions and errors: 
1. Exceptions can and should be managed by the 

programmer
2. Errors are serious problems that reasonable 

programs are not expected to handle.



Identifying Runtime Errors 
page 175

 Division by zero is classic runtime error example, 
because the syntax is correct and it is only during 
runtime that problem occurs.

 Another example is input mismatch where the 
program to receive a numeric value but receive a 
character or string.



Identifying Logical Errors 
page 176

 Logical errors are perhaps the most difficult to spot 
 The code compiles and executes without error but 

logically produces a wrong result.
 To detect logical errors,  you will need to compare 

the actual results to the expected results.
 Example of Logical Error



Exceptions
page 180

 Exceptions are more specific to programming as 
they are events that disrupt the execution of a 
program.

 Exceptions can be indications that something went 
wrong 

 They can happen automatically as a result of 
something Java is unable to complete or thrown
when certain conditions are met.



Common Exceptions
page 181

Index Out of 
Bounds Exceptions

Null Pointer
Exception

 There are some exceptions that occur often
 Below are two most common exceptions that 

come up all the time.



Common Exceptions
page 181

Null Pointer
Exception

 Null pointer exception indicate the program is 
trying to access an object that does not exist yet.

 Before you can reference a data type, like int, you 
need to initialize it, which is setting the value.

 If you forget to do this, Eclipse will warn you.



Common Exceptions
page 181

 Example of a Null pointer exception



Common Exceptions
page 185

 An Index Out of Bounds Exception can occur 
when you have an indexed object such as array, 
and you try to access an element outside the limits 
of the array.

 As you’ve already seen, arrays are indexed starting 
from 0, so the last element is one less than the size 
of the array.

Index Out of 
Bounds Exceptions



Common Exceptions
page 81

 Example of Index Out of Bounds Exception

Size of the Array is 5
but reached array 
index out of bounds



Catching Exceptions
page 187

 Try-Catch Block Statement to handle errors and 
exceptions

 This allows you to try executing a piece of code to 
see if an exception is thrown.

 If none is thrown, the program will proceed 
normally

 But if one is thrown, you can catch it and 
specifically indicate what should be done next.  

 This prevents the program from crashing and at 
least allows you to recover some information 
before it terminates.



Catching Exceptions
page 187

 Try-Catch Block Statement



Catching Exceptions
page 187

 Try-Catch Block Statement use in Exercise # 15 
Membership Fee



Catching Exceptions
page 187

 Try-Catch Block Statement use in Exercise # 16 
Calories Burned


